Micron-sized particles of solid deuterium are suspended in superfluid 4 He (He II) and their time-dependent positions are captured by using the particle tracking velocimetry technique. As the computation of the particle velocities from the obtained positions can be noisy, mainly due to experimental uncertainties, we compare here four different numerical approaches to estimate the velocities. We choose, as a test case, the flow of He II occurring between two grids oscillating in phase, which, in the range of investigated parameters, display classicallike features, very similar to those found in turbulent flows of viscous fluids. We focus on algorithms that consider multiple particle positions for the estimation of a single velocity. Although the velocities computed by the chosen procedures are relatively similar, we find that the statistical distributions of the corresponding velocity increments, i.e., coarse-grained accelerations, depend on the choice of the algorithm and its parameters in a more pronounced way than in the case of velocities. It follows therefore that the numerical approach employed to estimate Lagrangian velocity increments should be chosen carefully on the basis of the physical problem being investigated.
Introduction
Flow visualization is a powerful tool of experimental fluid mechanics research and it includes many techniques, in both Lagrangian and Eulerian frameworks [1, 2, 3] . One of the Lagrangian methods is Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV). It is based on tracking the flow-induced motions of relatively small particles suspended in the fluid.
It is of our interest to employ PTV to investigate the flows of superfluid 4 He (also called He II), which is a cryogenic liquid with unusual hydrodynamical properties, such as the occurrence of inviscid flows [4] . In particular, the dynamics of the seeding particles is influenced by quantized vortices, one-dimensional topological defects that account for the quantization of circulation in He II. Quantized vortices are, in general, arranged in a dense tangle, the main ingredient of quantum turbulence [5] . Recent experimental results [6] suggest that, at length scales up to the mean spacing between the vortices, the particles interact with individual vortices and can therefore act as probes of the underlying vortex dynamics.
These suggestions are supported, for example, by measurements of the particle velocity, whose statistical distributions are, in He II, at scales smaller than the mean spacing between quantized vortices, strongly non-Gaussian and display wide tails that follow power-law scaling [7] . This means that, rarely, one can measure exceptionally large velocities, up to ca. 30 times the corresponding standard deviation.
Detection of such events imposes severe requirements on the accuracy of the experimental measurements, as well as on the post-processing of the acquired data, in order to ensure that the occurrence of large velocities does not origin from inaccuracies of the tracking method. These requirements are, however, in contrast with technical constraints of cryogenic flow visualization. Extremely low temperatures (less than 4 K) require the use of multi-layered cryostats, with limited optical access, and the choice of suitable particles, i.e., small enough and of density close to that of liquid helium (145 kg/m 3 [8] ), is challenging; for example, particles made of solid hydrogen and deuterium have been used to date [3, 9, 10] .
Mainly due to the above restrictions, so far we have access to smaller data sets compared to those obtained in classical fluids [11] . The present study aims at clarifying how we can get meaningful information from our data. More precisely, we study different algorithms for the calculation of particle velocities from the measured positions, as it is generally accepted that simple numerical time derivatives are prone to amplify noise and that, in order to obtain accurate time derivatives, one usually has to oversample the data [12] , which often leads to the decrease of time resolution.
Experimental setup
For the present study we employ a testing data set that consists of ca. 9 · 10 5 particle positions, which was obtained by using the Prague low-temperature visualization setup; see our previous publications, e.g., [13, 14] , for a detailed description of the experimental setup.
Shortly, a low loss cryostat maintains liquid 4 He at temperatures between ca. 1.2 and 4.2 K (note that the transition between the normal and superfluid phases occurs at ca. 2.2 K [8] , at the saturated vapor pressure). Flow visualization is possible due to five optical ports, located at the bottom tail of the cryostat. The tail, acting as our experimental flow channel, is of square cross section, of 50 mm sides and 300 mm high.
The flow inside the channel is driven by a pair of oscillating grids. They are of 54% solidity and oscillate in phase, with frequency ranging between 0.5 and 3 Hz, and with 10 mm amplitude. Particle motions are visualized between the grids, at ca. 6 mesh sizes away from both of them, in a 13 × 8 mm 2 field of view, by a digital CMOS camera. Our testing data set was obtained in the superfluid phase, at 1.75 K; the oscillation frequency of the grids was set to 3 Hz and the camera frame rate was 400 fps.
Note that, as discussed in our detailed studies of oscillating grid flows in superfluid 4 He [14, 15] , the observed dynamics of the seeding particles displays classical-like features, very similar to those obtained in turbulent flows of viscous fluids, in the range of investigated parameters, i.e., at scales larger than the mean spacing between quantized vortices.
The acquired images are subjected to an automated computer processing, in order to obtain the time-dependent particle positions. Such a task can be divided into two parts: image detection and trajectory linking. We use an open-source software [16] for both tasks. Firstly, particles are detected across the frames and their positions are estimated with sub-pixel accuracy (note that one pixel represents a square of ca. 10 µm sides in our field of view). Secondly, another computer routine connects particles into trajectories.
Both tasks may yield experimental errors. Either a particle is poorly located and its position is imprecisely measured, or two different particles are, by mistake, linked into a single trajectory. Although such events are rare, they account for noisy data that can yield exceptionally large velocities or velocity increments.
Velocity estimators
Four different algorithms are used to calculate the particle time-dependent velocity from its timedependent positions. Let us denote one trajectory as a two-dimensional position vector x(t) of a single particle. In our visualization set up, we have access only to the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) coordinates, at discrete times 0, τ , 2τ , . . . , where τ = 2.5 ms is the inverse of the camera sampling rate. Similarly, we represent the velocity as a vector v(t) of its horizontal (v x ) and vertical (v y ) components.
Linear differentiation
A simple three-point linear differentiation method is used as reference. The relevant particle velocity is estimated as
Although this algorithm is easily applicable and relatively fast, it deduces the particle velocity only from two nearby points, and therefore can be prone to noise amplification.
Cubic spline interpolation
We introduce a similar method, based on the piecewise interpolation of the positions via third order polynomials. The interpolated trajectory x (t) is used instead of the discrete positions; it, however, passes through the measured positions and is a smooth function of time up to its second derivative. The velocity can be estimated similarly as for the previous method
where τ * τ is a time interval over which the velocity can be assumed to be constant, x (t + τ * ) and x (t − τ * ) are the interpolated positions. We chose τ * = τ /50, which was found to be small enough in the sense that the obtained velocities are no longer dependent of τ * .
Quadratic fits
Instead of interpolating the track, one can fit a smooth curve, for example, a second order polynomial, on a short portion of the trajectory as follows. Let us assume that we know the positions of a particle in the time interval [t − wτ ; t + wτ ], i.e., we have access to 2w + 1 neighboring positions and we would like to estimate the horizontal velocity v x as a function of time t. Note that w is a free parameter that indicates how many positions are taken into account for the velocity estimation. Firstly, we shift the time variable so that t = 0. Then, we perform the least-square fit of the set of positions x(−wτ ), . . . , x(wτ ) with the function x(t ) = αt 2 + βt + γ, where α, β and γ denote free fitting parameters. The estimated velocity is then calculated as
Relevant velocities in the vertical direction, v yQ (t), are computed in a similar way, by fitting the corresponding vertical positions.
Gaussian convolution
This method uses the properties of the Gaussian smoothing kernel
where a is a free non-dimensional parameter that indicates the width of the kernel in units of τ . Assuming that we know the velocities v(t), we can smooth them by the convolution with the kernel, i.e., (G * v)(t), where * denotes the convolution operation [17] . However, the convolution with the Gaussian kernel satisfies the following equality
This means that the smoothed particle velocity can be directly calculated from the measured particle positions x(t) as a convolution with the time derivative of G(t)
For discrete times t we use the discrete convolution, which yields the particle velocity as
where b is a free parameter indicating the number of considered points. Note in passing that the vector notation means only that both the horizontal and vertical components are treated in the same manner. 
Results

Velocity
Firstly, we test the above algorithms on a single trajectory. We chose a trajectory that contains 203 positions, uniformly sampled in time with time step τ = 2.5 ms. For simplicity, we present below only the horizontal component of the velocity. However, bear in mind that we obtained qualitatively similar results also in the vertical direction. Moreover, the flow in the horizontal direction is observed to be less influenced by large-scale flow structures [14] . We employ the linear differentiation method to compute reference velocities. Note that the applied method yields only 201 velocity points, because relevant velocities are undefined for the first and last point of the trajectory. Similarly, other methods also yield less velocity points, according to their respective definitions.
In the top panel of Fig. 1 we compare the reference (purple solid line) with velocities that were obtained by the quadratic fit method, for w = 2, 4 and 8, respectively. We observe that the estimated velocity becomes a smoother function of time as the parameter w increases (note that the velocity curves are shifted for clarity). This means that the velocity obtained with the quadratic fit method fluctuates less compared to the reference. In order to better visualize these differences, we calculate the residuals, i.e., we subtract from the obtained data the reference curve, see the bottom panel of the same figure. We see that the residuals fluctuate around zero, i.e., on average, the velocity obtained with the quadratic fit method is not systematically underestimated or overestimated.
Note that the amplitude of the residuals is larger at the time when the velocity changes quickly. Such a behavior confirms that the quadratic fit method yields smoother velocities. More precisely, suddenly decreasing velocity is underestimated, while suddenly increasing one is overestimated, We carried out an analogous analysis for the Gaussian convolution method, see Fig. 2 . Beside the reference curve, we plot the horizontal velocity for a = 1, 3 and 10, while b is set to 4. Note that a controls the width of the used differentiation kernel, while b controls the number of points considered in the calculation of a single velocity point (here 2b + 1 = 9 points were used). Similarly to the previous figure, we observe that the velocity becomes a smoother function of time as a increases. From the bottom panel of Fig. 2 we see that the corresponding residuals again fluctuate around zero, but with smaller amplitude than for the quadratic fit method. We obtain for the r.m.s. residuals 0.03 mm/s, 0.31 mm/s and 0.39 mm/s, for a = 1, 3 and 10, respectively. In conclusion, we observe that the Gaussian convolution method is again capable of smoothing the velocity time series, but at the same time, reacts more accurately to sudden velocity fluctuations than the method of quadratic fits.
The results obtained by using the cubic spline method are very similar to the reference; the r.m.s. of the residuals is 0.09 mm/s.
Velocity increments
It is evident that the largest deviations between the results of different methods occur when the velocity is subject to rapid changes. Therefore, we studied these effects in detail by calculating the velocity increments dv(t), defined by the following formula
where v(t) denotes the velocity obtained by one of the outlined methods. Note that from n velocity points one obtains n − 1 increments. Again, we only consider here increments in the horizontal direction since the results in the vertical direction are qualitatively similar. Now, instead of focusing on a single trajectory, we look at the statistics of the entire testing data set. This means that, for each method and given parameters, we estimate the particle velocities and relevant increments along each trajectory of the data set. Then we treat the increments as a statistical ensemble, which contain from ca. 3 · 10 5 to 9 · 10 5 data points, depending on the used algorithm and its parameters.
As it is known from the literature [11] , the velocity increment mean is close to zero, but its variance is very large and its distribution displays wide, non-Gaussian tails. We plot the standard deviation of the increments, computed by the outlined methods, in the top panel of Fig. 3 . Standard deviations obtained by the linear differentiation and the cubic spline interpolation methods with no free parameters are represented as single points in the plot. Contrarily, we display the results obtained from the quadratic fit and the Gaussian convolution methods as a function of the parameter w (or b; the parameter a is set to 3).
Note that for the case w = b = 1, the linear differentiation, the quadratic fit and the Gaussian convolution methods overlap. Such a behavior is expected, as it follows directly from the above definitions that v L = v Q = v G if w = b = 1, and can be treated as a simple test of the used algorithms.
The decrease of the standard deviation for increasing w or b is evident. In the case of the Gaussian convolution method, we observe that for b 5 the decrease considerably slows down (see the blue diamonds in the top panel of Fig. 3 ), in contrast with the quadratic fit method, where the decrease is rather monotonous (see the light blue triangles).
The above observations mean that the distribution of velocity increments is narrower as w or b increase. In order to investigate the shape of the normalized distributions, we calculate the corresponding flatness, i.e., its fourth moment, see the bottom panel of Fig. 3 . While the reference flatness is ca. 29, both the quadratic fit and the Gaussian convolution methods yield smaller values of the flatness for increasing w or b. Again, in the case of the Gaussian convolution method, we clearly observe that the flatness saturates, for b 5, at ca. 9. Such a convergence is not recovered in the case of the quadratic fit method.
In order to fully examine the apparent convergence of the Gaussian convolution method, we plot in the top panel of Fig. 4 the same flatness as a function of b for a = 1, 2, 3 and 10. We remind that a controls the width of the differentiation kernel, and subsequently the level of smoothing. We see that, for b > 1, the distribution flatness decreases as a increases. This means that wide tails of the velocity increment distribution gradually disappear with increasing a. For illustration we plot the probability density functions of the horizontal increments in the bottom panel of Fig. 4 . Note that the distributions are centered to the mean and normalized in units of their standard deviation.
We indeed observe that for a = 1, 2 and 3 the flatness converges to a constant value for b 5, which supports the robustness of the Gaussian convolution method. In other words, we present a strong evidence that one can find b c such that the Gaussian convolution method yields velocity increments that do not vary much for b > b c and can be used to compare the results obtained from different data sets. The comparison of four different velocity estimators was carried out for a testing data set consisting of a few hundred thousand particle positions that were obtained in a mechanically-driven flow of superfluid 4 He via particle tracking. The velocity estimators were tested for their robustness against the noise amplification due to possible uncertainties in the measured particle positions.
The analysis of the obtained velocities in the horizontal direction revealed that all the methods yield similar values of velocity. In the case of the quadratic fit and the Gaussian convolution methods we observed that the w and a parameters, respectively, can be used to smooth the resulting velocity as a function of time.
For further understanding of the differences between the proposed methods we studied the statistical distributions of the horizontal velocity increments. Firstly, we observed that the linear differentiation method (our reference) and the cubic spline interpolation method behave in a similar way. Both methods yield large values of the standard deviation of the increments. Also the distribution is characterized by a large flatness, compared to other methods.
The use of velocity smoothing resulted in the reduction of the standard deviation of the velocity increment distributions. We can speculate that this decrease is, at least partially, due to the suppression of noise. We also observed that the smoothing is translated to the decrease of distribution flatness with increasing w or a. The use of the Gaussian convolution method was found to be more appropriate, because we observed that the above statistical quantities converge with the second free parameter of this method, b, which controls the number of particle positions that is considered for a velocity estimate. Convergence for the testing data set was obtained for b 5 provided that a ≤ 3.
Bear in mind that special care has to be taken when the flows of superfluid 4 He are investigated at scales smaller than the mean vortex spacing, where the occurrence of exceptionally large velocities is expected, due to vortex reconnections [7, 18] . Here the distinction between meaningful physical signal and random errors is challenging. Nevertheless, the present work showed how different velocity estimate methods influence direct experimental results, obtained at large scales and presented in our previous publications [14, 15] . A possible direction of future scientific enquiry might be the use of synthetic data with prescribed statistical properties and artificial noise, in order to fully characterize different velocity estimators.
